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ABSTRACT,  
In today’s advertising world, the method of targeting customers to effectively place 
ads to relevant customer groups is a common tool. However, when customers are 
targeted, this happens based on personal information that advertisers use to define 
their target groups. In this context, the issues of biases concerning gender, age, or 
ethnicity arise, which can impact the advertising in terms of privacy concerns or 
discrimination, which can be seen in Google Ads. This study researched how effective 
target online advertising can remain, when attributes like age or gender, are excluded. 
Therefore, these attributes are considered as protected attributes, which are used as 
mitigation strategy to test the effectiveness of targeting. In more detail, a dataset 
provided by the company IBM was used, that contained information of 1,443,140 
observations with nine different variables that characterize each customer, like age, 
politics, or income. The analysis of the data has shown that target advertising with 
sensitive information is more effective than without them, however, it indicated that 
target advertising is still possible for marketers but gets less precise. Hence, this 
shows that the targeting strategies do not have to violate data protection regulations 
and privacy desires of customers, to conduct successful ad placements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In today’s digitalized world, online advertising plays a 

crucial role as a marketing tool for organizations. In the last 
couple of years, there has been a shift in how organizations place 
their advertisements, coming from traditional advertising in 
newspapers, door-to-door sales, or paper-based brochures to 
social media ads, email newsletters, and digital websites 
(Hanlon, 2019). However, major issues that come along with 
online advertising are biases that can heavily influence the 
effectiveness of the advertising. Research has shown that there 
are many different angles when it comes to bias, for example, 
biases that are based on protected attributes like age, gender, or 
ethnicity (Hamman, Chen & Dutta, 2023), but also algorithmic 
biases that include the use of unrepresentative datasets, imprecise 
models or even non-suitable algorithms that bring human biases 
into artificial intelligence (AI) learning (van Giffen, 2022).  

This research will focus on the effectiveness of 
advertising, which aims to help measure whether advertisements 
and campaigns achieved the initial goals that the marketers 
intended. Assija et al. present several characteristics that indicate 
effective algorithms, which include amongst others the precision 
of the targeting. This means that if ads are presented to the most 
relevant customer group, the algorithm is considered effective. In 
this context, also the presented ads need to be tailored to the 
customer’s online behavior and interactions to match their 
preferences and make the ads more personalized. Furthermore, 
algorithmic efficiency also includes the minimum use of 
resources, which means that algorithms need fewer computations 
to define the target audience for an ad. The use of a minimum 
number of parameters within the data sets is also considered an 
indicator of algorithmic efficiency since they require less time 
and resources for computations and take up less memory space 
(Assija, Baliyan & Jain, 2018 and Hernandez & Brown, 2020). 

In order to measure how effective a campaign was, 
Estévez and Fabrizio defined that more complex approaches that 
take message relevance, emotional resonance, or brand 
familiarity into account are best used. To make advertisement 
strategies from marketers more effective, it is crucial to analyze 
consumer preferences and behavior by using surveys, focus 
groups, and sales data analysis, where variables such as gender, 
age, religion or educational background help to target the 
essential groups (Estévez & Fabrizio, 2014). When considering 
effective advertising, in the context of digital marketing effective 
algorithms need also be considered.  

In the context of algorithmic efficiency, the use of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) becomes more and more useful for 
marketers, since AI can take far more variables into account 
when targeting customers than human analysts would do (Akter, 
2022). However, AI is yet not free from biases, meaning that 
even if AI takes more variables into account, the outcome can 
still be affected because of insufficient machine learning, 
meaning that the training data that has been used to train the 
systems can have a biased outcome because the data might have 
been pre-selected and categorized by possibly biased humans 
(Akter, 2022). The use of AI technologies in business practices 
such as Marketing is becoming more and more frequent since 
nowadays AI has reached a development stage where it can carry 
out human-like activities like decision-making based on given 
datasets (van Giffen, 2022). An example of this kind of 
advertising is Google Ads, where marketers define criteria like 
gender, race, age, educational background, or criminal record in 
advance to specify their target group for their ads (Sweeney, 
2013). The marketers provide Google with the ad texts or images 
which are then published either via Google AdWords or Google 
AdSense, where with Google AdWords advertisers define search 
keywords so that when users enter these keywords, the matching 
ads occur. On the other hand, Google AdSense matches ads based 

on the search content and website visits. Since Google evaluates 
every search and website visit, occurring ads vary with every new 
search entry so that one user gets different ads even when they 
enter and visit the same websites (Sweeney, 2013). However, this 
dynamic advertising approach of Google AdSense also integrates 
biases like discrimination. Sweeney discovered that Google ads 
concerning arrest records occur more often in combination with 
names that are black-sounding (an example is Latanya Farrel) 
than white-sounding names (an example is Jill Foley). Therefore, 
Google ads is a representative example of racial discrimination 
within online advertising. Furthermore, it needs to be considered 
what sensitive information (gender, ethnicity, or educational 
background) can be used for targeted advertising and which are 
seen as too critical to use (Hamman, Chen & Dutta, 2023 and 
Speicher, Ali, Venkatadri, Ribeiro, Arvanitakis, Benevenuto, 
Gummadi, Loiseau & Mislove, 2018). 

1.1 Research Objective and Question  
This thesis aims to illustrate how effective advertising 

can be when limiting the use of sensitive personal information to 
specify target audiences. The investigation will be based on 
datasets that include the use of that information and how effective 
this kind of advertising is in terms of the likelihood of a consumer 
being affected by the ad. Therefore, the following research 
question will help to address the objective:     

What is the impact of the mitigation strategy of 
protected attributes on the effectiveness of targeted online 
advertising? 

1.2 Academic and Practical Relevance   
When considering the academic relevance of this 

research, literature already presents that using sensitive personal 
information in targeted advertising (Estévez & Fabrizio, 2014) 
and that personally tailored ads to customers’ preferences (Assija, 
Baliyan & Jain, 2018) is considered effective targeted online 
advertising. This thesis will therefore create a strategy that aims 
to be implemented in Digital Marketing practices so that 
marketers can create ad campaigns that reach the highest 
effectiveness (Estévez & Fabrizio, 2014), but also take into 
consideration legal concepts that deal with respecting consumers’ 
privacy or anti-discrimination laws (Wang, Yang, Chen & Zhang, 
2015).  

Besides the academic relevance, this thesis is also 
relevant to actual business practices in the field of Digital 
Marketing. Research papers where existing biases in 
advertisements are explained and analyzed (e.g., Wang, 2023, 
Asadi, 2023, Tran, 2020) have shown that in several sectors, 
stereotyping is especially a major issue with advertising for 
specific products (Asadi, 2023). When implementing the 
mitigation strategy of protected attributes in practice, this means 
that sensitive information about consumers is respected, which 
can lead to higher trustworthiness towards the product or 
company of the ad campaign (Speicher, Ali, Venkatadri, Ribeiro, 
Arvanitakis, Benevenuto, Gummadi, Loiseau & Mislove, 2018). 
However, investigating how effective targeted online advertising 
is can bring value to the advertisers to understand how important 
demographic factors like gender or age are, and to improve ad 
campaigns to reach out to a more diverse audience. 

1.3 Outline of this Report  
The next section of this report will focus on reviews of 

the existing literature that is relevant to the research question and 
what concepts will be used. Following this section the 
methodology will be discussed and the findings and results will 
be analyzed. Ensuing, the limitations (practical and theoretical) 
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will be discussed, and the report will close with answering the 
research question and making recommendations for further 
research. In this report observational data from the company IBM 
will be used. 
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Online Behavioral Advertising  

In online advertising, “advertisers are increasingly 
monitoring people’s online behavior and using the information 
collected to show people individually targeted advertisements'' 
(Boerman, Kruikmeier & Borgesius, 2017). This concept of 
online behavioral advertising is essentially for organizations to 
reach their target group with their advertisements. In this way, all 
advertisements will be more personalized, meaning based on 
people’s online preferences, but it raises concerns about data 
protection and privacy as well since personal data is used to 
select consumer preferences and track their online behaviors 
according to Boerman, Kruikmeier & Borgesius. Despite other 
personalized and customized advertising that uses all personal 
data available (not only information from online preferences and 
behavior), Online Behavioral Advertising conducts only 
information about consumers from their online behavior. This 
information collection is based on cookies or device fingerprints, 
where cookies store websites or information about users search 
entries and preferences in the device like the phone or computer, 
whereas device fingerprinting stores information about the 
device and the browser itself (Boerman, Kruikmeier & 
Borgesius, 2017). Dehling et al. provide the consumer 
perspective of Online Behavioral Advertising, where criteria like 
awareness or attitudes towards this approach were investigated. 
This study concluded that consumers have overall limited 
awareness about how this approach works, express concerns 
about their privacy and the transparency of how and to what 
extent data gets stored, but also that targeted advertising is seen 
as disruptive (Dehling, Zhang & Sunyaev, 2019). 

2.2 Mitigation Strategies 
When it comes to reducing biases in advertising, 

mitigation strategies are approaches that can be implemented, 
especially when personally sensitive information is involved 
(Mazumder & Singh, 2022). These strategies aim to limit bias 
within the algorithms that are used to target a desired audience 
by marketers so that the outcomes of the algorithms are as fair as 
possible and do not violate concepts like protected attributes (van 
Giffen, Herhausen & Fahse, 2022). Multiple mitigation strategies 
address bias in advertising, such as fairness in algorithms which 
can be achieved by using diverse datasets for training (Ferrara, 
2023), and less reliance on standardized techniques when using 
AI in advertising so that AI is not using its optimized capabilities 
and evaluates more human-like (Saeedi, Fong, Mohanty, Gupta 
& Carr, 2021) or that advertisers are aware of possible bias in 
datasets and actively correct them (Saeedi, Fong, Mohanty, 
Gupta & Carr, 2021). This research will, however, focus on the 
mitigation strategy of protected attributes (Hamman, Chen & 
Dutta, 2023). 

2.2.1 Protected Attributes  
The concept of protected attributes refers to sensitive 

information that exist about people, which includes gender, age, 
religion, or ethnicity (Hamman, Chen & Dutta, 2023). This 
means that personal information is protected legally and 
ethically, in terms of discrimination uses and are therefore also 
protected from being used in any kind of decision-making, 
including advertising. However, this kind of information is still 
relevant for marketers to target the desired audience, since ad 
campaigns aim to reach out to specific groups that are defined by 

gender, age, or educational levels. Therefore, when using this 
kind of sensitive information, advertisers need to follow laws and 
regulations set by the government to not use private information 
without the consent of the users and to make sure to target within 
legal possibilities (Speicher, Ali, Venkatadri, Ribeiro, 
Arvanitakis, Benevenuto, Gummadi, Loiseau & Mislove, 2018). 

2.3 Social Identity Theory  
The Social Identity Theory created by Tajfel and 

Turner (1986) can be used by marketers to identify target groups 
based on the existing group perceptions of the customers. 
Dimofte et al. (2014) stated that consumers categorize 
themselves into groups in which they identify themselves, but 
also put others into groups based on how they see them. Since 
this is a psychological approach, people develop their self-esteem 
and perception by seeing their social group’s positive advantages 
when comparing their group to characteristics from other groups. 
In the context of advertising, consumers can be influenced by ads 
in a way that they idealize a certain social group or image that 
belongs to this specific group (Dimofte, Goodstein & 
Brumbaugh 2014 and Rawal & Torres, 2017). Furthermore, this 
idealization of advertisements can threaten the perception of 
other social groups, meaning that when a specific lifestyle of a 
group is presented, groups that do not belong to this group can 
feel left out and excluded which can result in lowering the self-
esteem of the groups.  

 
Figure 1: Social Identity Theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986) 

2.4 Privacy  
Since ethical considerations concerning the use of 

algorithms in AI systems for online advertising, regulations 
concerning privacy and transparency need to be considered. AI 
systems use personal data from consumers to make sound 
recommendations for their online behavior (e.g. van Giffen, 
2022, and Lee, 2018). 
2.4.1 Privacy in Targeted Advertising  

In targeted advertising, marketers use demographic 
information about consumers so that the advertisements reach the 
intended target group. Therefore, customer preferences and 
online behavior are tracked, and sensitive information is used in 
this online advertising technique, which is proven to increase the 
efficiency and effectiveness of marketing ads (Juels, 2001). 
However, when using sensitive consumer information, there is 
the issue of data and privacy protection, which can be addressed 
by using several approaches so that marketers can target 
customers but respect the privacy of their information. Wang et 
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al. stated that information that can identify a person (such as 
exact names) are removed so that information is anonymized but 
still give relevant information to marketers to target the intended 
audience. Another approach is that consumers need to give their 
consent to advertisers before they are used. This approach gives 
marketers the advantage that they can freely use the provided 
information because consumers already gave their consent. 
Another privacy and data protection concern in this context is the 
threat of third-party violations or data breaches, which can be 
ensured by using cryptography techniques like encryption, where 
information is encoded by an algorithm and the information stays 
between two parties, the information provider (consumer) and 
the information receiver (advertiser) (Wang, Yang, Chen & 
Zhang, 2015). 

2.4.2 GDPR in Online Advertising  
The General Data Protection Regulation was 

introduced by the EU to overcome the privacy issue when it 
comes to personal data processing. This means that this 
regulation targets overcoming uncertainties (Rupp and von 
Grafenstein, 2024) when, for instance, organizations use 
personal data from their consumers for advertising purposes. 
However, this regulation sets out a common law within the EU, 
it is still unclear when data is considered personal consumer data 
and when it is not and can therefore be used without following 
GDPR requirements (Rupp and von Grafenstein, 2024).  

2.4.3 Privacy Protection in AI   
Using AI for advertising purposes can give several 

advantages, for instance, it can process larger data sets (Big data) 
that are used to identify the target audience for ads (Boerman et 
al. 2017). These technologies, however, expose issues in terms 
of data and privacy protection. The AI is trained with datasets 
that give the system as much information as possible so that it 
can develop a deep learning process (Li et al. 2023). When 
feeding the system with such data, especially data that is related 
to consumer information, these datasets might have personal data 
that are protected by privacy regulations. To secure data from 
potential malicious threats, several techniques like differential 
privacy add random and not real data to the dataset, so that it is 
unclear what data are true and confidential (Li et al. 2023), 
however, this might reduce the accuracy of an algorithm to detect 
target consumers. Another technique is multiparty computation 
(MPC) which cryptograms the data so that it is not visible to 
another party (Li et al. 2023). 

2.5 Conceptual Framework  
In order to address the research question of how 

effective targeted advertising can be when limiting the use of 
protected attributes as a mitigation strategy. Therefore, 
independent, dependent and moderator variables can be defined 
which means that the mitigation strategy of protected attributes 
is considered as an independent variable, which makes 
demographic characteristics (such as age, gender, or ethnicity) 
the moderator variable that impacts the relationship between the 
independent and dependent variables. The dependent variables is 
conclusively the effectiveness of targeted online advertising, 
which can be measured through click-through rate (CTR), sales 
revenue, or the conversion ratio (number of customers that 
clicked on an ad).  

With this context, the following conceptual framework 
has been designed: 

 
Figure 2: Conceptual framework 

3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research Design  

To answer the research question of how effective 
targeted advertising can be when limiting the use of protected 
attributes as a mitigation strategy, it is necessary to define an 
appropriate research method. Therefore, secondary research and 
data will be used, where these data are already collected by others 
and are openly available (Chrysochou, 2017). The data sets that 
contain information about bias in advertising and the effective 
rate of targeted advertising using personal information are 
provided by IBM. In this context, the key factors when using this 
data are effectiveness parameters such as the click-through rate 
and the number of protected attributes that are available that 
belong to the consumers. 

3.2 Methods 
To address the stated research question, a dataset about 

bias in online advertising is provided by the company IBM 
(https://dax-cdn.cdn.appdomain.cloud/dax-bias-in-
advertising/1.0.0/bias-in-advertising.tar.gz). Within this data, in 
total 1,443,140 observations are stated with nine parameters from 
which some can be considered as protected attributes since they 
contain personal information about the consumer (see Table 1 
and Appendix 11.1.1). Based on these parameters, a predicted 
probability was computed to show how probable it is a customer 
clicks on an ad, and then considering these probabilities it is 
predicted if the ad gets clicked or not. Furthermore, the actual 
outcome whether the ad was clicked or not was also included in 
the dataset, so it can be measured if there is a connection between 
clicking the ad and the personal information that was available 
about the consumer.  

Table 1: Variables of the dataset 

 
In order to measure how effective ads are, this thesis 

will use the dataset to test how effective ads remain when 
excluding protected variables to target customers. Therefore, the 
classifying method of logistic regression will be used, which 
focuses on the click-through rate (CTR) of ads (Kumar, Naik, 
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Naik, Shiralli, Sunil & Husain, 2015 and Shi & Conrad 2009). 
This means that this method will analyze the impact of predictor 
variables, which are protected variables in the given dataset, on 
whether a customer clicks on the ad or not. Furthermore, this 
method will analyze the impact of protected attributes on the 
CTR and give an overview of what customer attributes are most 
important to consider target advertising as effective (Kumar et al., 
2015). In the further context of this research, the method of 
correlation analysis will be used to determine which protected 
attributes included in the dataset are correlated and have an 
impact on the click-through rate (Shi & Conrad, 2009). This 
helps to investigate which attributes are considered most useful 
when doing targeted advertising and gives an insight into 
whether excluding protected attributes or at least some, will 
decrease the effectiveness of ads. Furthermore, by using the 
approach of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Shi & Conrad, 
2009), it can be determined which attributes have the most or the 
least impact on ad effectiveness. 

When performing logistic regression and correlation 
analysis, the used dataset will be divided into two data models, 
from which one contains full information about a customer and 
the other one can be considered privacy-friendly (Xu & 
Goodacre, 2018). By doing so, both methods will create models 
that investigate the relationship between protected variables and 
the click-through rate. However, the validation set will be used 
to evaluate which model will be the best and will then be used on 
the test data to perform the model and investigate how effective 
advertising is without protected attributes (Xu & Goodacre, 2018 
and Kumar et al. 2015). 

4. ANALYSIS  
To analyze the dataset, it will be imported into RStudio 

where the data will be analyzed by using different concepts. First 
of all, the data will be analyzed by using descriptive statistics. 
This will help to summarize and understand the data and its 
characteristics such as the different variables (see Appendix 
11.1.1). In this context, it is also possible to get a central tendency 
of how the data looks like and in this case to see which variables 
might be more crucial for further analysis in this thesis regarding 
the effectiveness of the target advertising. The next step will be 
to run a correlation analysis which will show the relationship 
between variables used for targeting (e.g. age, gender, income) 
and the key performance indicators like the conversion (Shi & 
Conrad, 2009. Further, the logistic regression analysis will be 
investigated, which means that by using this method, the 
attributes that have the highest impact on the click-through-rate 
can be defined, and then it can be tested how effective advertising 
is when removing those attributes that are considered as 
protected attributes (Hamman, Chen & Dutta, 2023).  

In the first step, the variables within the dataset will be 
transformed into numerical data so that all, since some of the 
variables were categorical and could not be used for the intended 
research methods. Therefore, new variables were formed, for 
instance, the variable “age” was transformed into four variables 
called “age_25-34”, “age_45-54”, “age_55-64” and 
“age_Unknown”, and the outcomes are binary which means that 
if the variable is met it is 1 and if it is not met it is 0 (see Appendix 
11.1.2). The correlation analysis will be done by creating a 
correlation matrix in which the relationship of the variables will 
be analyzed, and it can be evaluated whether some variables have 
a higher impact on the conversion (if someone clicked on the ad 
or not) than others, so that variables that are crucial for target 
advertising can be identified. The next step will be to perform a 
logistic regression for two different datasets. Therefore, the 
existing dataset will be used to perform a logistic model that 
includes all variables and after that, a data model that can be 

considered privacy-friendly will be created that will exclude 
sensitive information like age, gender, income, and area (where 
the person’s lives). By doing both models, it can be analyzed how 
much impact the personal information about a person has on the 
effectiveness of the ad and it will be possible to see how much 
they impact target advertising (Xu & Goodacre, 2018). When 
both models are performed, the results will be analyzed, and it 
will be concluded how effective advertising is with and without 
protected attributes.  

5. RESULTS  
The dataset was imported into RStudio and at first, an 

overall overview of the variables included in the dataset was 
made. From the dataset, it can be stated that eight independent 
variables were age, gender, income, politics, religion, parents, 
homeowner, area, and college_educated and the dependent 
variable is true conversion. This means that within the analysis, 
it was tested how much effect the independent variables have on 
the dependent variable (true conversion represents whether it was 
clicked on the ad or not). Before any method was tested, the 
categorical variables needed to be transformed into numerical 
variables, which was done by creating dummy variables, so that 
at the end there were 23 independent variables (e.g. the variable 
“age” was turned into variables “age_25-34”, “age_45-54” and 
so on). Furthermore, it was important to clean the data before 
analyzing it. Since this thesis aims to find out how effective target 
advertising can be by eliminating personal information that are 
considered sensitive, the rows with unknown information about 
age, gender, area, and income were deleted from the dataset. 
After this was done, two formulas were created that contained a 
full set of information about a person, and the other one contained 
privacy-friendly information which means that the variables age, 
gender, area, and income were excluded. The further testing 
methods used both data frames so that the probabilities of 
whether a person clicked on the ad or not were comparable.   

5.1 Descriptive Statistics  
In Table 2 the outcome of the descriptive statistics is 

shown, for the independent and dependent variables. Here, the 
focus lies on investigating the dependent variable 
“true_conversion”, which indicates whether a customer clicked 
on the ad or not. Some of the independent variables are 
considered “protected variables”, which means that they contain 
information about a customer that are not considered privacy-
friendly (Mazumder & Singh, 2022). From the table, it can be 
seen that in terms of the mean, there are significant differences 
between the variables. This means that variables such as 
“college_educated”, “homeowner”, “parents”, 
“politics_Unknown”, “age_55-64” and “area_Urban” the means 
are high, indicating that most of the customers in the dataset 
belong to that group. On the other hand, the dependent variable 
“true_conversion” has a mean close to 0.00, which states that 
there are overall only a few conversions in the dataset. 
Furthermore, the independent variables that show the political 
orientation are also close to 0.00, which means that these 
orientations are not represented in the dataset. Moreover, the 
variable “income_>100K” indicates that there is nearly an even 
split of people who earn more or less than 100,000. Also, it can 
be seen that there are more female customers in the dataset than 
male (“gender_M” has a mean of 0.34), and for most of the 
customers from whom the religion is unknown (mean of 0.7). 
When looking at the standard deviation, it can be said that the 
variables “college_educated” (0.23) and “parents” (0.23) have a 
low standard deviation, while variables “politics_Conservative” 
(0.02), “politics_Environmentalism” (0.07) and 
“politics_Moderate” (0.03) have a high standard deviation and 
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the rest of the variables can be considered as moderate. When 
analyzing the kurtosis, it can be stated that there are several 
variables (which are “poltics_Conservative”, 
“politics_Environmentalism”, “politics_Moderate”, and 
“true_conversion”) with a high kurtosis, indicating that there are 
more data points around the mean and that it has extreme outliers 
(Chissom, 1970). On the other hand, the low kurtosis variables 
(with values of 0.00 or NaN) indicate that data points are more 
spread around the mean and do not have that many heavy 
outliers. The rest can be considered moderate kurtosis, which 
means that the distribution comes close to a normal distribution 
(Chissom, 1970). 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics  

 

5.2 Correlation Analysis 
In Table 3 the correlation matrix is shown that 

investigates the correlation of the independent variables on the 
dependent variable “true_conversion” (Shi & Conrad, 2009), and 
shows which variables have a higher effect than others. When 
looking at the outcomes presented in Table 3, the variables with 
the greatest relation are “college_educated” (0.0129), “parents” 
(-0.0142), and “homeowner” (-0.0296), which indicates that 
there is a positive relationship of “college_educated” with 
“true_conversion” and a negative relation between “homeowner” 
as well as “parents” and “true_conversion”. The table shows that 
some variables have no correlation with “true_conversion” 
(presented as “NA”, but were removed from the table), and the 
rest can be considered weak correlations (either positive or 
negative).  

As an interpretation of these results, it can be stated 
that variables that have a positive impact on “true_conversion” 
imply that if the predicted probabilities probability of the 
independent variable increases, it is more likely that 
“true_conversion” is occurring (e.g. when the number of 

“college_educated” customer increases, the likelihood of them 
clicking the ad increases) (Gogtay & Thatte, 2017). On the other 
hand, variables with a negative correlation indicate that if their 
appearance increases, it will lower the probability of having 
“true_conversion” (e.g. if the number of “homeowner” increases, 
there will be fewer people clicking the ad) (Gogtay & Thatte, 
2017). Furthermore, variables that do not correlate do 
conclusively not influence whether the ad is clicked on or not. 
The variables that only have a weak correlation (positive or 
negative) with the dependent variable imply that they have an 
influence on whether “true_conversion” occurs or not, but do not 
explain variations in the dependent variable very well (Gogtay & 
Thatte, 2017, and Shi & Conrad, 2009). 

Table 3: Correlation Matrix on “true_conversion” 

 

5.3 Logistic Models 
In the analysis part of the thesis, it was described that 

the method of logistic regression will be used to investigate how 
effective target advertising can be when leaving out protected 
attributes such as age or gender (Kumar, Naik, Naik, Shiralli, 
Sunil & Husain, 2015). As previously described, a dataset that 
excluded sensitive information (in this case variables about age, 
gender, area, and income) were created, so that the outcomes of 
the privacy-friendly data could be compared to the original 
dataset (including protected attributes). From the outcome of the 
logistic model that contained full information, it can be stated 
that the variables that impacted the likelihood for the occurrence 
of “true_conversion” the most were “college_educated”, 
“income_>100K” and “area_Urban” (positive coefficients). On 
the other hand, the variables “homeowner” and “age_55-64” 
have a negative coefficient which indicates that the likelihood of 
customers clicking on the ad that belongs to these groups is very 
low (see table in Appendix 11.2). Furthermore, the logistic model 
shows that based on the residual deviance of 106.17, the model 
fits relatively well (Peng, Lee & Ingersoll, 2002).  

The second dataset that was analyzed excluded 
variables that could raise privacy issues and is therefore 
considered privacy-friendly (Wang, Yang, Chen & Zhang, 2015 
and Hamman, Chen & Dutta, 2023). From this logistic regression 
model, it is indicated that also the variable “college_educated” 
has a similar effect on “true_conversion”, however since 
variables that are considered as sensitive information are 
excluded, the only variable that shows a similar trend as in the 
full dataset if “homeowner” (see table in Appendix 11.3). The 
residual deviance is slightly higher than from the full dataset 
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model (120.41), which indicates that the model is slightly worse 
fitting to the dataset (Peng, Lee & Ingersoll, 2002).   

5.3.1 Confusion Matrix  
Based on the predictions about the likelihood of 

customers clicking the ad, the following matrix shows the 
effectiveness of the targeted advertising for the provided dataset. 
The confusion matrix (see Table 5) generated by the full dataset 
can be considered as similar to the one generated with the 
privacy-friendly dataset (see Table 4), however, it can be stated 
that in the privacy model, there are no predicted positives that are 
also a true yes. Since there are no true positives and false 
positives, the outcomes can be used to compute effectiveness 
measures, which are accuracy (0.9973), recall (0), and specificity 
(1), however, the precision and F1 Score were not possible to 
compute (see calculations in Appendix 11.4.1). This indicates 
that the probabilities to predict the correct clicking behavior of 
customers are low and close to zero, which means that the 
privacy-friendly model does not give reliable information 
whether a customer belongs to the intended target group or not. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that the model does not have any true 
conversions, which means that within the privacy model, no 
customer clicked on the ad.  

 
Table 4: Confusion Matrix Privacy Model  
The matrix of the full model shows that overall, 3,247 

are negatives, from which 17 are false positives (FP), which 
means that the model predicted “Yes” but it was a “No” (Maria 
Navin & Pankaja, 2016). Furthermore, there were a total of nine 
positives, however, eight of them were false negatives (FN) 
which means that they were actually “Yes”, but the model 
predicted “No” (Maria Navin & Pankaja, 2016). 

 
Table 5: Confusion Matrix Full Model  

The outcomes of the confusion matrix are then used to 
measure the effectiveness of target advertising by computing the 
accuracy (which is 0.9924), precision (positive predictive value, 
which is 0.0556), recall (true positive rate, which is 0.1111), 
specificity (true negative rate, which is 0.9952) and the F1 score 
(which is 0.0741) (calculations can be found in the Appendix 
11.4.2). 

 

5.3.2 Histograms Predicted Probabilities  
To analyze the variable “predicted_probability” for the 

models that include sensitive information and also for the model 
that is considered privacy-friendly, histograms are plotted. Those 
histograms show the ability of the two models to correctly predict 
whether an ad was clicked or not. The histograms were plotted 
with a binwidth of 0.001 so that it shows the data distribution in 

more detail. From the histograms, it becomes clear that the 
prediction variation in the privacy-friendly model is lower, which 
means that the probabilities lie in the range between -0.005 and 
0.015 (see Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3: Histogram Privacy Model  

The other model including sensitive information shows 
a wider range with slightly higher probabilities, those lie between 
0.00 and 0.383 (see Figure 4). Furthermore, it can be investigated 
that the histogram of the privacy model does not show a very 
detailed distribution of the probabilities, even though the 
binwidth is low (Carlotto, 1987). These results of probability 
values are very close to zero and do not have a great variation.  

 
Figure 4: Histogram Full Model  

5.4 Summary of the Results   
In the first step of the analysis, the descriptive statistics results 
show that variables with high means such as “college_educated” 
or “homeowner” are relatively often represented in the dataset, 
which can indicate that they have a certain relevance when 
predicting conversions. These variables had a low standard 
deviation, while variables that had a low mean had a high 
standard deviation which can be already considered as not that 
relevant for targeting. The correlation analysis indicated that 
“college_educated” had the strongest positive relation, meaning 
that when a customer went to college, he/she was more likely to 
click on the ad. On the other hand, variables such as “parents” 
(having parents) or “homeowner” (having an own home) had a 
negative relation, meaning that if the customer has these 
attributes, it is less likely that the ad is clicked. Other variables 
had only weak correlations on the conversions so there is only a 
low influence on the clicking behavior of the customer. When 
looking at the logistic model, the results present that the variables 
“college_educated”, “income_>100K” and “area_Urban” had 
the highest impact on the clicking of customers, however, the 
results of the privacy-friendly model excluded two of the most 
influential variables, which makes the model less accurate in 
predicting the conversion. These results are supported by the 
outcomes of the confusion matrix, which means that the privacy 
model is less precise (more false negatives and low true 
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positives). Furthermore, the histograms of the predicted 
probabilities indicate the same assumption, since the privacy-
friendly model has a lower probability range (around zero, 
between -0.005 and 0.015) than the full model which suggests 
predictions about conversions are less accurate and marketers can 
target less effective.  

6. DISCUSSION  
The goal of this thesis was to investigate how effective 

target advertising can be when excluding variables that can be 
defined as protected attributes. In order to analyze the 
effectiveness of sensitive information in advertising, a logistic 
regression analysis was performed to evaluate predictions and 
conversions of a privacy-friendly model (Hamman, Chen & 
Dutta, 2023). 

 When performing the logistic regression analysis, the 
findings support the assumptions that protected attributes do 
affect target advertising (Speicher et al., 2018). The key results 
from the two models indicated that variables concerning college 
education, income, or the living area of a customer do affect the 
clicking on the ad positively, however, other variables affect it 
negatively (“homeowner” and “age_55-64”). Furthermore, the 
deviance of the full model suggested that the model has a 
relatively good fit, but the privacy-friendly model was slightly 
worse. These results show that target advertising can be 
considered more effective when including protected attributes 
such as the demographic information of a customer (Boerman, 
Kruikmeier & Borgesius, 2017). In this context, the full model 
indicates that customers who are college educated 
(“college_educated”), have a higher income than 100,000 per 
year (“income_>100K”), and live in an urban area 
(“area_Urban”) are more likely to click on an ad, so they can be 
considered as the target group for this ad (Estévez & Fabrizio, 
2014). However, in the privacy model that excluded sensitive 
information like age, gender, demographic information, and 
income, the model’s predictions decreased, which means that 
target advertising is still possible but can be considered less 
effective and provides less information about customers that can 
support targeting. Moreover, the lower deviance in this model 
indicates a poorer fit of the overall privacy model, which means 
that the model predicts the conversions less accurately so that 
marketers are less successful when targeting potential customers 
(Manning, 2007).  

Another analysis that showed significance in evaluate 
the effect of protected attributes on target advertising, was the 
histogram analysis of the probabilities that predict the 
conversions in the two models. The findings present a higher 
range of probabilities in the full model (between 0.00 and 0.383) 
than in the privacy model (between -0.005 and 0.015). Based on 
these ranges it can be assumed that the privacy model loses its 
prediction capability when protected attributes get excluded 
(Carlotto, 1987). Since the privacy model does not show a wide 
range of probabilities, it suggests that the model does not identify 
differences in customer behaviors well enough to give marketers 
enough information to perform effective target advertising 
(Richardson, Dominowska & Ragno, 2007). This means that the 
results of the logistic regression analysis are supported by these 
findings since both suggest that target advertising is more precise 
when using protected attributes, however, it must be considered 
that privacy concerns arise when using them (Juels, 2001). These 
privacy concerns need to be considered when deciding whether 
to use sensitive information about customers since even though 
the targeted advertising is less precise and accurate, marketers 
can still use enough important information in to define their 
target groups (Cabañas, Cuevas & Cuevas, 2018).   

The research has shown that based on the given dataset, 
differences in the prediction accuracy for target advertising can 
be investigated. Furthermore, it implies that marketers need to 
consider multiple factors when deciding whether they use 
privacy-friendly data or not since even though protected 
attributes give more accuracy, there are privacy concerns linked 
with the use of sensitive information in advertising (Juels, 2001 
and Cabañas, Cuevas & Cuevas, 2018).     

7. CONCLUSION  
The research question of this thesis was “What is the 

impact of the mitigation strategy of protected attributes on the 
effectiveness of targeted online advertising?”. After performing 
various analysis methods on the IBM dataset, the results support 
the assumption that the use of protected attributes raises the 
effectiveness of target advertising. This means that if the 
intention is to have the highest precision in targeting customers, 
marketers need to use sensitive information, which indicates that 
protected attributes have an impact on whether the customer 
clicks on the ad or not. However, marketers need to consider 
privacy regulations, which means that protected attributes need 
to be excluded so that those regulations are not violated and 
comply with ethical marketing practices. To conclude whether 
protected attributes impact the effectiveness of target advertising, 
it can be stated that they are useful to precisely target customers, 
but marketers need to find a balance between using the personal 
information of users and complying with privacy regulations. 
This further indicates that excluding protected variables does not 
make it impossible to target customers, but it gets less precise.  

To conclude this thesis, the theoretical and practical 
implications of the conducted research will be discussed in the 
next section 7.1. Furthermore, limitations and suggestions for 
future research will be discussed in the section afterward (7.2).   

7.1 Implications  
In terms of theoretical implications from the literature, 

the results of the thesis support existing theories presented that 
sensitive information impact the effectiveness of target 
advertising and enhance the effectiveness of ad placements 
(Etévez & Fabrizio, 2014; Sweeney, 2013; Hamman, Chen & 
Dutta, 2023). However, the conducted research has shown that 
targeting is still possible to a certain extent, even though sensitive 
information gets excluded and respects privacy considerations 
that are already discussed in existing research (Boerman, 
Kruikmeier & Borgesius, 2017). This thesis contributes an 
extended framework to marketers for using protected attributes 
as a mitigation strategy, when targeting methods are developed 
(Mazumder & Singh, 2022). Since this thesis shows that target 
advertising is still possible and customers can be targeted, even 
though protected attributes are excluded, this research gives 
empirical support when theories (e.g. Social Identity Theory) aim 
to identify certain groups of customers (Dimofte, Goldstein & 
Brumbaugh, 2014; Rawal & Torres, 2017). However, this 
research has academic relevance in the field of bias in online 
advertising, since it has not yet been investigated, how the 
accuracy and precision of target advertising change, when 
excluding sensitive information. By using protected attributes as 
a mitigation strategy, this study gives insights into how privacy 
regulations can be respected and at the same time marketing 
goals (like reaching customers that belong to the target group) 
can still be achieved, which makes it not necessary to violate 
customers’ privacy to achieve those goals.  

When considering the practical implications that this 
thesis has, it is important to mention that by using privacy-
friendly information about customers, marketers can enhance the 
customer’s perceptions of the company, but it is still possible that 
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marketing goals can be achieved (Sweeney, 2013). Furthermore, 
this study provides advertisers with an example of how the 
mitigation strategy of protected attributes can be implemented to 
reduce bias in online advertising (Sweeney, 2013, and Hamman, 
Chen & Dutta. 2023). As a result, companies will be able to not 
raise privacy concerns that are linked with their advertising 
methods (like Google Ads presented by Sweeney, 2013), but do 
not waste resources by placing ads to customers that do not 
belong to the target group.  

7.2 Limitations and Future Research 
The study performed in this thesis has some limitations 

that are important to consider. These limitations mostly concern 
the dataset that was used to research the effectiveness of target 
advertising without sensitive information. First of all, the dataset 
was provided by IBM, so it is considered secondary data, which 
means that no data collection has been properly made. One 
limitation in this context is therefore that the data is synthetic 
(simulated), which means that it is not known how well the data 
represents real customer targeting. Furthermore, it cannot be 
investigated to what extent the data is possibly biased. This 
means that when the dataset was created, it is possible that biases 
were introduced to prove the relevance of sensitive information 
for targeting. It also does not correctly reflect actual conditions, 
implying that real-world datasets might have a higher diversity 
and variety, also when it comes to outliers. Furthermore, this 
dataset might not make accurate assumptions in terms of the 
importance of sensitive information, which means that this 
dataset might aim to show that targeting is possible but less 
precise when using sensitive information, however, a non-
simulated dataset might provide different assumptions. In 
addition to this, it is not known what industry, product, or ad 
campaign the dataset represents, which makes it harder to draw 
an overall conclusion about target ad effectiveness, without 
focusing on one specific industry (targeting might vary across 
different industries, which makes possibly a difference in 
concluding what role protected attributes have in target 
advertising).  

For future research, it is recommended that this study 
will be done with real-world data. This means that data from a 
target ad campaign will be used to validate the findings from this 
research. Furthermore, it can be helpful to analyze different ad 
campaigns from different industries, so that marketers get useful 
suggestions in terms of targeting methods for their specific 
industry. Another recommendation is, that the used data should 
be validated, meaning the source of that data generation should 
be transparent so that it is possible to understand where the data 
comes from (which industry, which company, which product, 
which ad campaign, etc.). Moreover, it is important to address 
biases within the datasets, which can be addressed by ensuring 
diverse data but also by using bias mitigation algorithms that aim 
to make datasets fairer. The recommendation of diverse data in 
this study context means that the customers presented in the 
dataset should not all belong to the same group (for instance same 
age, gender, or demographic area), but include also people that 
do not belong to the target audience, which makes the accuracy 
of predicting potential customers more valid. 
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11. APPENDIX  
11.1 Variables in Dataset from IBM  
11.1.1 Original Variables in the Dataset  

 
11.1.2 Variables as Dummies (numerical 
variables) 

 
11.2 Logistic Regression Full Model 

 

11.3 Logistic Regression Private Model  

 

11.4 Confusion Matrix Calculations 
11.4.1 Privacy Model  
Accuracy = (TN + TP) / (TN + FP + FN +TP) 
Accuracy = (3264 + 0) / (0 + 3264 + 0 + 9) = 0.9973 (99.73%) 

Precision = TP / (TP + FP) 
Precision = 0 / (0 + 0) (undefined, since TP + FP = 0) 

Recall = TP / (TP + FN) 
Recall = 0 / (0 + 9) = 0 

Specificity = TN / (TN + FP) 
Specificity = 3264 / (3264 + 0) = 1 

F1 Score = 2 * (Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall) 
F1 Score = 2 * (0 * 0) / (0 + 0) (undefined, since Precision and 
Recall are 0)  

11.4.2 Full Model  
Accuracy = (TN + TP) / (TN + FP + FN +TP) 
Accuracy = (3247 + 1) / (3247 + 17 + 8 + 1) = 0.9924 (99.24%) 

Precision = TP / (TP + FP) 
Precision = 1 / (1 + 17) = 0.0556 (5.56%) 

Recall = TP / (TP + FN) 
Recall = 1 / (1 + 8) = 0.1111 (11.11%) 

Specificity = TN / (TN + FP) 
Specificity = 3247 / (3247 + 17) = 0.9952 (99.52%) 

F1 Score = 2 * (Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall) 
F1 Score = 2 *(0.0556 * 0.1111) / (0.0556 + 0.1111) = 0.0741 
(7.41%) 

 

 
 


